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Bimodal detection of proteins by $^{129}$Xe NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy


Abstract: The full understanding of biological phenomena involves sensitive and non-invasive detection. Here we report the optimization of a probe for intracellular proteins that combines the advantages of fluorescence and hyperpolarized $^{129}$Xe NMR detection. The fluorescence detection part is composed of six residues containing a tetracysteine tag (-CCXXCC-) genetically incorporated into the protein of interest and of a small organic molecule, CrAsH. CrAsH becomes fluorescent when it binds to the tetracysteine tag. The part of the biosensor that enables $^{129}$Xe NMR detection, linked to the CrAsH moiety by a spacer, is based on a cryptophane core fully suited to reversibly host xenon. We benchmark three different peptides containing the tetracysteine tag and four organic biosensors of different stereochimistry to propose the best couple, fully suited for the in vitro detection of proteins.

Introduction

The study of intracellular biological mechanisms requires sensitive and non-invasive techniques. The combined use of several analytical methods makes it possible to overcome the limitation of each of them. This is the viewpoint of the multimodal approaches, highly developed in recent years, in particular for in vivo molecular imaging.[1] Fluorescence imaging techniques are easy to implement and widely used due to their high sensitivity and excellent spatial and temporal resolution. For the imaging of samples such as tissues or live organisms, the observation depth in fluorescence microscopy is limited by light scattering. This drawback could be overcome by the complementary use of magnetic resonance imaging if the inherent lack of sensitivity of this technique is circumvented for instance by using hyperpolarized $^{129}$Xe NMR. We report here the optimization of a synthetic biosensor for a specific protein of interest based on the dual detection by fluorescence imaging and hyperpolarized $^{129}$Xe NMR (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Structure of the biosensor. A) Concept of the combined fluorescence and hyperpolarized $^{129}$Xe NMR detection biosensor. B) Structures of the biosensors obtained from Cr/AsH moieties (ligands) fused to water-soluble hexa-carboxylate cryptophanes (cages) by a spacer: MM-1, MM-2, PP-1 and PP-2. R = CH$_2$COOH](image)

The fluorescence detection part involves a genetically encoded target peptide fused to the protein of interest which contains a tetracysteine tag (TC-tag: -CCXXCC-). The biosensor ligand moiety, CrAsH, is a biarsenical fluorogenic compounds that is a carboxy derivative of the FIAsh probe, initially developed by Tsien and coworkers.[2] The two pairs of thiol groups present in the target peptide react with the arsenic atoms of the CrAsH ligand to form a covalent bond. The high affinity of CrAsH to the tetracysteine tag of the target peptide leads to the specific detection of the protein of interest.[3] In addition, upon binding, CrAsH switches from a dark to a strongly fluorescent state allowing a very good signal to noise ratio in fluorescence imaging.
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The interest of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for molecular imaging has experienced a renewed enthusiasm 20 years ago with the development of the first activatable contrast agents that act as biosensors in response to a specific biological activity. However, this technique suffers from poor sensitivity due to the very low population differences between the nuclear spin energy levels at Boltzmann equilibrium. A way to tackle this lack of sensitivity consists in transiently unbalancing the nuclear spin repartition of the energy level populations initially at the Boltzmann distribution, by polarization transfer from a more ordered system such as photons or electrons. Among the species that can be spin-hyperpolarized, xenon is of high interest, due to its exogenous nature leading to the absence of background signal and the fact that it can act as a spy of biological events without interfering on them. Moreover owing to the high deformability of its large electron cloud, xenon is deeply sensitive to its local environment and constitutes a powerful NMR probe for various biological interactions. Soluble in most biological fluids, xenon can cross the plasma membrane in a few tens of milliseconds without losing its hyperpolarization. All these properties led to $^{129}$Xe NMR-based biosensors whose concept is based on reversible encapsulation of the noble gas into dedicated molecular hosts that specifically alter the resonance frequency of the xenon nuclei. In our case the host is based on a cryptophane cage and combines $^{129}$Xe NMR-based and fluorescence detection (Figure 1A). Other dual fluorescence / Xe NMR probes have been proposed in the literature. Here however the concept is extended to the conception and use of a probe activatable both in fluorescence and $^{129}$Xe NMR (i.e. the responses of these modalities change upon binding to the target). With respect to our previous study in ref 9, the reported chemical shift modifications of caged xenon induced by the binding of the probe to the target should be improved further for in cellulo biosensing applications. In this study, a set of four biosensors and three targeted peptide motifs have been investigated in order to optimize the $^{129}$Xe NMR response. The most promising couple has then used for the $^{129}$Xe NMR detection of purified proteins in vitro. At each step, the response in fluorescence spectroscopy of the best couple has been evaluated.

Results and Discussion

Biosensors are synthesized from the combination of a watersoluble hexacarboxylate cryptophane-222 and a CrAsH moiety (Figure 1B). The choice of a hydrophilic cryptophane core avoids aggregation or formation of self-organized systems. Two enantiomers according to the helicity of the linkers between the triveratrylene bowls of the cryptophane (M;M or P;P) have been purified from the initial mixture. The CrAsH moiety has been obtained after addition of an anhydride (4-carboxyphthalic anhydride) on resorcinol. It leads to an equimolar mixture of two isomers of carboxyfluorescein. Then, the two atoms of arsenic and the ethylene diamine group in the para or meta positions toward the carboxyl function are introduced (Figure 1B). The coupling of both CrAsH isomers to each enantiomer of cryptophane leads to two products labelled 1 or 2 (see supporting information for experimental details and product characterization). MM-1, MM-2 and PP-1 have been isolated for further investigation. It has been impossible to properly isolate a sufficient amount of PP-2 from PP-1 due to the low yield of the coupling reaction (< 6%). Note that, as no stereogenic center is present on the CrAsH moiety, MM-1 and PP-1 are enantiomers and therefore xenon in their cavities exhibits the same $^{129}$Xe NMR spectrum. It is the same for MM-2 and PP-2.

![Figure 2](image.png)

Figure 2. One-scan $^{129}$Xe NMR spectra of the biosensors (enlargement of the high field region). A) MM-1 B) MM-2 and C) hexacarboxylate cryptophane-222. Concentration c.a. 30 µM, pH – 7.4. For A) and B), the asterisk indicates the presence of a residual of the other form. The difference of signal-to-noise ratio of these spectra only reflects variation in xenon polarization.

The aromatic rings of the cryptophanes create a large shielding of the encapsulated Xenon. As a consequence, the expected NMR signals are upfield shifted from the dissolved xenon signal by more than 120 ppm. We observed a clear $^{129}$Xe NMR response for the different biosensors MM-1 and MM-2 (Figure 2). This proves that the cavity of the biosensor is able to cage the noble gas. We have also checked by fast repetition of the sequence (soft pulse at the Xe@cryptophane frequency – acquisition) that the xenon exchange in and out of the cavity is not impaired by the spacer nor by the CrAsH moiety. As MM-1 and MM-2 are both products of the same chemical reaction, traces of one isomer are still remaining in the other compound (indicated by an asterisk in Fig. 2). The minor peak in the MM-1 $^{129}$Xe NMR spectrum corresponds to xenon in MM-2 and vice versa (Figure 2A and B). Both signals are separated by less than 1 ppm (67.1 ppm and...
The chemical shift of caged xenon is strongly modified upon binding of the biosensors to the peptide target (Figure 3). When MM-1 is bound to the three different peptides – the flexible strand P3 (Figure 3A), the β-hairpin P2 (Figure 3B), or the α-helix peptide P1 (Figure 3C) – xenon encapsulated in the cryptophane exhibits different signals. For instance δ = 67.7 ppm for P3 and δ = 74.1 ppm for P1 (Figure 3A, C). For P2 several signals are observed (Figure 3B). They are shifted in comparison to the signal of the free biosensor (dashed line). This is likely the consequence of multiple grafting configurations of the biosensor on the hairpin. Indeed, even if the caged xenon is distant from the peptide, the structure of the peptide may lead to significantly different xenon chemical shifts. The other enantiomeric form of the hexacarboxylate cryptophane, PP-1, leads to a 129Xe chemical shift of δ = 76.3 ppm when bound to the flexible strand P3 (Figure 3D). Whereas MM-1 and PP-1 are enantiomers, as soon as they are grafted on a peptide, the 129Xe NMR chemical shifts of caged xenon are significantly different (Figure 3A, D). Note that for PP-1 in interaction with P3, as for MM-1 bound to P2, the presence of another – broader – xenon signal witnesses the multiple grafting configurations of the biosensor. In this case, we have checked by dilution experiments that it could be due to intermolecular grafting (e. g. one biosensor molecule bound to two peptides). The interaction of P3 with MM-2 leads to a xenon resonance frequency of δ = 84.5 ppm (Figure 3E). The exchange of the grafting position of the spacer on CrAsH from MM-1 to MM-2 results in a large xenon chemical shift splitting of 10.4 ppm (comparison between spectra in Figures 3C and 3E).

Due to the extreme responsiveness of xenon towards perturbation in its environment, every modification of the biosensor structure results in new caged xenon chemical shift. The three biosensors lead to a single 129Xe signal depending on the cryptophane enantiomeric form, the CrAsH ligand grafting position and the peptide conformation. The strongest influence on the xenon magnetic shielding is due to the structure of the cryptophane cage itself. Nevertheless, it is not possible to pinpoint the structural feature of the molecular assembly responsible of the variation of the caged xenon chemical shift itself. The largest chemical shift variations with respect to the free biosensors have been observed for the combination PP-1 / P2 and MM-2 / P1 (9.2 ppm and 18.2 ppm respectively, Figure 3 D, E). Furthermore, the peak at δ = 76.3 ppm for the couple PP-1 / P3 is thinner than the signal obtained with MM-2 / P1 at δ = 84.5 ppm (FWHM ca. 50 Hz versus 85 Hz, values extracted from a Lorentzian deconvolution). Tsien and coworkers suggest that P1 could adopt multiple grafting configurations with CrAsH. This would lead to a different environment for the xenon and a slight broadening of the signal as it is observed for the MM-2 / P1 combination. With PP-1 / P3, the main peak is likely the result of only one grafting configuration, explaining the thinner signal whatever the
concentration. As a consequence, we have kept the PP-1 / P₃ combination in the next experiments.

![Figure 4.](image)

**Figure 4.** Characterization of the reaction of PP-1 with P₃ in fluorescence spectroscopy. 0 to 10 equivalents of P₃ peptide were added to 10 µM PP-1 and illuminated at 480 nm. A) Maximum of the fluorescence intensity against time. B) Maximum of the fluorescence intensity at 90 min against the concentration ratio peptide/biosensor. C) Evolution of the normalized fluorescence emission spectra monitored between 520 nm and 580 nm at 90 min. D) Evolution of the wavelength of the maximum fluorescence emission with the proportion of bound biosensors. Reaction performed at 37°C.

We have further studied the coupling of PP-1 with P₃ by monitoring the fluorescence properties of the CrAsH moiety in PP-1 upon binding. Its fluorescence increases 19 times upon binding to the peptide P₃ and reaches its maximum at 10 equivalents (Figure 4A). This maximum is obtained after 50 minutes of reaction and remains constant beyond. In order to estimate an apparent dissociation constant for the complexation of P₃ with PP-1, we plotted the variations of fluorescence intensity with the amount of peptide. They can be fitted by a saturation binding curve, leading to an apparent dissociation constant Kd of 8 ± 1 µM (Figure 4B). This affinity is lower than the Kd value of ~0.5 µM found for CrAsH with the same peptide in the same experimental conditions. This is due to the presence of the cryptophane cage fused to the ligand moiety. We have further investigated the evolution of the fluorescence emission spectra of PP-1 upon addition of the peptide P₃ using normalized spectra. For ratios 0.1 to 1, the shape of the spectra widens and, in the meantime, the wavelength of the maximal fluorescence shifts to higher wavelengths, from 520 nm to 540 nm depending on the fraction of PP-1 bound to the peptide (Figure 4C). When there is a significant excess of peptide, the fluorescence emission spectrum sharpens again. The shape widens at first most likely due to the simultaneous presence of at least 3 populations, (i) free PP-1 whose emission wavelength is centered at 520 nm, (ii) PP-1 / P₃ complex whose emission wavelength is centered at 540 nm and (iii) intermediate structures such as monoaasenical complexes or inter-peptide complexation. The shifts depend on the proportion of PP-1 / P₃ complex. As there is only a very little evolution of the fluorescence signal between 5 and 10 equivalent of P₃, we assume that at 10 equivalents of peptide, the PP-1 / P₃ complex is most likely present alone in solution, all PP-1 biosensors being bound to P₃. The fluorescence intensity is very low in absence of peptide and its increase is proportional to the fraction of bound PP-1 when P₃ is added (Figure 4A). So, the fluorescence intensity at the plateau for each ratio allows us to determine the fraction of bound PP-1. The wavelength of the maximum of fluorescence intensity varies linearly with the apparent fraction PP-1 in complex with P₃ (Figure 4D). This linear dependence shows that, in addition to being a fluorescent sensor that can be switched on, the monitoring of the position of the fluorescence spectrum of the biosensor indicates the fraction of bound biosensor. In conclusion, the fluorescence increase upon CrAsH complexation with P₃ is significant and easily detectable in fluorescence spectroscopy.

The ability of the biosensor to detect a protein of interest has been further evaluated with a purified protein genetically fused to P₃. We have chosen the red fluorescent protein, mCherry, as a target. It was modified by fusion of the P₃ tetracysteine tag at its N-terminus with either a 4 or 18 amino-acid linker leading to constructions I and II respectively (Figure 5A). The unmodified form of mCherry was used as a reference. In the presence of an excess of mCherry, the NMR signal of xenon inside PP-1 is not shifted (Figure 5B, C) showing that there is no non-covalent interaction between the biosensor and the fluorescent protein. Upon addition of 2 or 8 equivalents of construction I, the NMR signal is strongly modified. With 2 equivalents, the signal of xenon in the free PP-1 is still present whereas two peaks upfield shifted by 2.5 ppm and 7.5 ppm appear (Figure 5D). With 8 equivalents, the signal of xenon in the free PP-1 disappears completely to the benefit of the two upfield shifted peaks already observed at the lower ratio (Figure 5E). They likely correspond to different xenon environments and thus to two different orientations of the cryptophane cage with respect to the protein. When 8 equivalents of the construction II were added to PP-1, no net ¹²²Xe NMR frequency for caged xenon could be identified (not shown). Nevertheless, we controlled the fluorescence emission of the mixture before the NMR experiment and we checked that the complexation was efficient (see below). The lack of a clear NMR signal is thus most likely due to the very high flexibility of the linker leading to a distribution of relative positions of the cryptophane cage with respect to the protein.
Xe NMR spectra of he biosensors bound to the protein of interest, mCherry. A) Scheme of the modified protein. Xe NMR spectra of PP-1 (2µM) in the presence of reducing buffer (B), with 8 equivalents of unmodified mCherry (C), with 2 (D) or 8 (E) equivalents of construction I.

Altogether, these observations demonstrate again the very high sensitivity of xenon to its environment, even at such large distances. In addition, the chemical shift variations observed upon reaction of PP-1 with the construction I (2.5 and 7.5 ppm) are smaller than the 9.2 ppm principal value obtained for the same peptide in its free version. This confirms a posteriori the necessity to optimize at first the amplitude of the chemical shifts for biosensor bound to the free peptide alone.

We have investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy the reaction of the constructions I and II with PP-1 (Figure 6). mCherry is a fluorescent protein with an absorption spectrum centered at 587 nm. It is very close to the maximum of fluorescence emission of CrAsH at 540 nm. The spectral overlap and the spatial proximity of both fluorophores upon the coupling of PP-1 to the protein lead to an efficient Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) from CrAsH to mCherry. CrAsH being the donor and mCherry the acceptor. Upon reaction of both constructions I and II by PP-1, we made several observations (Figure 6A, B). First, the wavelength of the CrAsH band shifts from below 520 nm to 540 nm. Second, the amplitude of the later band increases at 540 nm. Third, we observed the presence of a band at 610 nm corresponding to the stimulated fluorescence of the bound mCherry by FRET. Even if the evolution of these three parameters is slightly different for constructions I and II, it proves the efficient detection of the tetracysteine sequence on both constructions by PP-1.
The maximum integrated fluorescence is 8-10 times the one of the biosensor alone. Nevertheless, photons are directly emitted from CrAsH or through the FRET by mCherry. This contribution of mCherry to the fluorescence signal is presented Figure 6E. The quantum yield of mCherry is lower than the one of CrAsH (0.22;[17] vs. 0.8 deduced form [2] respectively). The contribution of mCherry, whose quantum yield is lower, decreases the effective integrated fluorescence detected. We estimated at 5 x 10⁶ cps the maximum integrated fluorescence without FRET by replacing the contribution of mCherry to the signal (60 % with a quantum yield of 0.22) by an equivalent fraction of CrAsH. This is approximately 20 times the initial fluorescence (Figure 6E) consistently with the 19 times-increase obtained with the peptide alone. The maximum of fluorescence is reached at a lower ratio for construction I than for construction II (ratio of 2 vs. 4) showing a better affinity of the biosensor for the first construct (Figure 6E). The wavelength shift of the CrAsH band with the concentration of mCherry is maximum for a 1:1 ratio for construction I that has the shorter linker whereas it increases stepwise for the construction II (Figure 6C and D). The gradual shift of the emission band of CrAsH upon binding suggest a binding mechanism of the protein to the biosensor likely involving several steps. This could be due to the flexibility of the long linker in construction II that allows conformations where the TC-tag is not fully involved in a concerted reaction of the two arsenic atoms. In addition the final coupling product of the construction II with PP-1 cannot be detected in 129Xe NMR. Again, the high flexibility of the long linker in construction II could be responsible of this observation. In conclusion, the length of the amino-acid linker that anchors the tetracysteine tag on the protein of interest influences the response in fluorescence spectroscopy as well as in 129Xe NMR. This length need to be optimized. The optimization of amino-acid linkers is a very general concern in the genetically encoded biosensors field. This has already been discussed for other type of biosensors such as the FRET-based biosensors.[18]

Conclusions

Using hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy, we showed the detailed optimization of a bimodal biosensor. Each component influences the efficacy of the detection and has to be chosen carefully from the design of the organic moiety, the structure of the peptide and the length of the peptide between the specific protein of interest and the target peptide. The couple P3 / PP-1 was the best combination for NMR and fluorescence detection. We also showed that the fusion of P3 to the protein of interest can be optimized. The quality of the NMR signals was here correlated to an efficient cooperative binding leading to a clear shift of CrAsH fluorescence band to 540 nm. The suitability of this biosensor in live cell imaging could now be evaluated in a next step.

Experimental Section

All chemicals were purchase at Sigma. The peptide P1, P2 and P3 were ordered at BioMat k (Delaware, USA)

All experiments were performed in Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) solution at pH 7.4. It guarantee a stable ionic strength during all the measurements. Coupling experiments were performed in reducing conditions: triscarboxyethylphosphine (TCEP) at 1 mM, β-mercaptoethanol at 1 mM and 10 μM of 1,2-Ethanediol (EDT) for 1μM of biosensor. Such strategy prevents non-specific complexation. Monothiols such as 2-mercaptoethanol are helpful to catalyse equilibration but do not compete themselves. EDT is exchanged by the peptide. [34] In order to guarantee that the cysteines are in the thiolate form, the pH of the medium should be in the region of 7. Indeed, pKa of thiols in cysteines has been found to be between 7.6 and 9.6. [19] The reducing reactive were first mixed to the biosensor and then added to the target. For end point experiments, the proteins and the biosensors in the reducing medium are incubated 60 min at 37°C.

Hyperpolarized xenon was produced in the batch mode via SEOP (Spin Exchange Optical Pumping) using a home-built setup.[20] Five minutes suffice to produce five millilitres of xenon at a polarization ranging from 15 to 25%. Frozen hyperpolarized xenon immersed in a bath of liquid nitrogen and subjected to a magnetic field of 3 kG provided by a solenoid is transported near the NMR magnet. There it is sublimated in the fringe field of the magnet and transferred thanks to a vacuum line to the NMR tube. A hollow spinner enabled us to condense it in the upper part of the NMR tube without cooling the solution.

The hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments were run at 11.7 T and 293 K using a 5mm-broadband inverse probehead. 129Xe NMR spectra were recorded at micromolar concentrations of peptides inducing no interaction or ionic strength modification. Actually, it has been proved during our experiments that small modification of salt concentrations -and therefore the ionic strength- can alter significantly the resonance frequency of dissolved xenon. They were all recorded in 64 scans, and the free induction decays were apodized with a Lorentzian broadening of 10 Hz before Fourier transformation. The spectra were calibrated with respect to the peak corresponding to xenon dissolved into PBS referenced at 196 ppm. The spectra can be then compared to each other.

Absorption and fluorescence spectra were recorded with a SynergyH1 plate reader (Biotek, USA) in 96-well plate (clear bottom, black wall). The plate reader is equipped with monochromators and allows the precise tuning of excitation and emission wavelengths. The temperature is fixed at 37°C. For the spectra presented figure 6, the direct contribution of mCherry to the fluorescence was taken in account: spectra of the same mixture but without PP-1 were systematically subtracted (PP-1 was replaced with PBS buffer). Fluorescence spectra of constructions I and II were recorded before the NMR experiments in order to verify that the binding of the biosensor to the protein was effective.

The total fluorescence plotted Figure 6A and B is the sum of the two contributions of CrAsH and mCherry: $F_{\text{total}} = F_{\text{CrAsH}} + F_{\text{mCherry}}$. The contribution, $\alpha$, of mCherry to the spectra was calculated as: $\alpha = F_{\text{mCherry}}/F_{\text{total}}$, being the integrated fluorescence (surface of the whole spectrum). In order to calculated $F_{\text{mCherry}}$ we used a fluorescence spectrum of mCherry whose surface was normalized to 1, $F_{\text{mCherry}}/\mu_{\text{NMR}}$ with $F_{\text{mCherry}} = x \times F_{\text{mCherry}}$ normalized with $\mu_{\text{NMR}}$. It was subtracted to $F_{\text{total}}$ as following: $F_{\text{CrAsH}} = F_{\text{total}} - x \times F_{\text{mCherry}}$. We optimized the parameter $x$ in order to obtain a pure spectra for CrAsH centred at 540 nm and with no fluorescence above 665 nm.

The synthesis of the biosensor, the cloning, the expression and the purification of mCherry are detailed in supplementary information. The sequence of the linker in the construction I is -TFGS- and in construction II -TFGSFTDVMSYGTSQGS-.
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